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Jajaliluna
Seminyak, Bali, Indonesia
How do people name their villas you may ask? There are a loose set of rules, believe it or not, that
usually involve a close association with the local language version of something poetic, spiritual, cultural,
or even a trip back in time into the tongues of the ancients. Villa Jajaliluna is a bit different, more of a
family affair thought up by the original owners; a combination of the first letters of the names of their
combined broods ‐ more than appropriate given this is a superb family vacation home.

The villa is big on symmetry with lots of chic white louvre finishes, teak and stone floors, and weathered
woods that give this four‐bedroom home a very laid‐back beach house feel. Tucked down a narrow lane,
it offers surprising peace and quiet considering its central Seminyak location.
Borrowing from the traditional Balinese family compound design of separate facilities for sleeping,
eating and relaxing, three pavilions surround the large T‐shaped swimming pool that dominates the
garden. The rest is taken up by tidy lawns, a barbecue area, and giant circular loungers outside a chill‐
out sitting room with a large sail‐shaped canopy to shield the sun; all surrounded by high walls for
maximum privacy.
There are facilities aplenty with a dining table for ten; adjacent kitchen with top‐notch chef; bicycles;
pool toys; TV lounges and a staff that know their stuff: parents can unload the kids in their more‐than‐
capable hands and head off down the road for some much needed after‐dark time. In fact, the kids will
probably suggest it so they can Xbox the night away. Come morning, it's only a five‐minute walk to some
of Bali's best beaches, where family lifestyles and lifeguards rub shoulders in harmony. The perfect
destination for any James, Jane, Lilly...
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